
 

Liquid Paste Packing Machine XY8-300-J/Y 
 

 
 
Rotary liquid paste pouch packing machine line mainly installs rotary packing machine and 
liquid/thick-liquid filling machine, suitable for packing all kinds of liquid and thick-liquid (sauce), 
such as fruit juice, tomato sauce, seasoning sauce, chili sauce, peanut butter, hand sanitizer, liquid 
detergent and so on. 
 
It has wide range of packaging, by selecting different survey meter, can be applied to the liquid 
particle powder paste irregular shape product. 
 
Premade pouch 
 
Rotary liquid paste pouch packing machine line is suitable for all kinds of compound bags, such as 
flat bag, 3-side sealing bag, 4-side sealing bag, zipper bag, standup bag etc. 
 
Main Features for the rotary pouch packing machine: 
 
1. High quality and performance, the frame is made of 150mm thickness 304# stainless steel. 
2. Good stable and also good machine exterior, own extensive range in filling productions 
Easy operate by touch-sensitive screen (Weinview, Taiwan), PLC (OMRON, Japan) and electric 
control system 
3. Friendly man-machine interface 
4. Speed can be adjusted by frequency conversion within the range. 
5. Perfect sealing system, Good safety secure and so on 
6. No bag–no filling-no sealing, machine alarm Bag opening miss- no filling-no sealing, machine 
alarm 
7. Machine stop or alarm when the air pressure is abnormal 
8. Error position display at the control panel. Control panel locate on the right side top of the 
machine 



9. Outside of the machine and all the parts which touch production all made by stainless steel. 
10. There are several safety doors made by aluminum Profile Frame. The doors are equipped with 
safety proximity sensors 
11. Machine surface can be washed by water and brushed by cloth 
 
Parameters: 
 

Model No. XY8-300-J/Y 

Bag Type Flat bag, 3 sides sealing, 4 sides sealing, Zipper bag, Doypack etc. 

Packing Material Composite film, PP etc. 

Bag Size W:100-300mm L:150-400mm 

Weight Scope 50-2500g 

Packing Speed 15-30 bags/min (speed is decided by material and its filling weight) 

Packing Accuracy ≤±1% 

Voltage 3.38KW,AC380V,50HZ 

Machine Dimension 3400X2000X1780mm 

 


